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Preface

For the sixth year, The University of South Carolina Up-

state proudly presents the efforts of area high school students in A
Near Miss. Each entry selected underwent rigorous scrutiny. The

poetry, visual art, and fiction found within these pages displays

some of the finest local talent of the Greenville-Spartanburg area.

Congratulations to the students who are featured in this edition and

congratulations to their teachers whose hard work, dedication and

enthusiasm have inspired them.

Jonathan Barker

Editor
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First Place Fiction

Rain

Indumati closed her eyes and wislied the rain away. It had rolled in

nine days ago, the turbulent water of Lake Charles reflected in the boiling,

bursting clouds above. The wind had preceded the rain, dancing a wild tango

with the tree branches, swirling the power lines like girls playing Double

Dutch.

Indumati had been asleep when the first drops fell, trailing down

the window above her bed, casting a strange pattern with the vague light of

morning on her face. She had awoken slowly, pulled from her dreams by the

perpetual plop of the raindrops on the roof above her. A sweet smile graced

her lips as she recalled the dream she had just departed from. A darkly hand-

some man had met her upon a field of sunflowers, whisking her away on his

chestnut horse from the life she had known, and carrying her on toward a

perfect destiny. As Indumati s eyes opened, the smile faded from her lips; she

was thrust back into harsh reality. There was no lover upon a chestnut horse,

come to save her from her fate, only her wedding sari standing in the corner,

waiting to be donned.

Indumati s family had emigrated from India almost ten years ago. She

could still vividly recall her grandparents' reactions when her father had told

them they were going to America. Her grandmother had nearly leapt from

her chair with joy and her grandfather's face had luminosity in it that radiated

throughout the entire room. For as long as Indumati could remember, her

grandparents had been encouraging the family to leave India, to go to America

where opportunity beckoned. They themselves would not leave; their elderly

bodies were planted firmly in Indian soil, but the stories and rumors ofAmerica

had reached even their wrinkled ears and they desired nothing more than to

depart from the earth knowing that their descendants had created a name for

themselves in the land of freedom. Indumati herselfwas thrilled. Because of

their traditional Indian background, Indumati's parents enforced strict rules

and requirements on their children. She hoped the move to America would

lighten her parents' heavy hand and thrust them into the modern world.

However, during the first few months of life in America, Indumati's hopes

withered away. If anything, her parents had only become harder, more set in

their ways, and more intent on maintaining a conservative Indian life. The

part that struck Indumati closest to heart was that they insisted on an arranged

marriage for their daughter. There was to be no courtship, no meeting, just

marriage to a man of her parents' choosing. She could remember distinctly
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the conversation she and her mother had had when her mother announced

that a decision had been made.

"Mother, I am not a child. I am 1 9 years old and this is America.

Please, let me have a choice.'*^

"Indumati, you knowwhywe do this. At your age you are not capable

of selecting the proper man for you to spend the rest of your life with. And

divorce rates in America, well, it is even more important that we engineer the

decision here than it was back home."

Indumati clenched her fists until the nails dug into her terra-cotta

skin, willing herself not to burst out against her mother in verbal combat.

"Now, Rakesh is a nice man from a credible family. He's very hand-

some, dear, and polite and modest. You'd never know he's a successful busi-

nessman from the way he talks."

"I'm not interested in politeness or prosperity or especially good

looks! I'm looking for love!"

Mother's face tightened and Indumati could sense the defensive bar-

riers forming. "Arranged marriage has always worked, for your grandparents,

your parents, and now it will be sufficient for you as well."

Without another word Indumati spun on her heel and disappeared

from the room. She could not so easily turn and run now, standing in her

red sari under the mandap, while her family and friends watched in blissful

contentedness. Rakesh, the man she had met only a few moments ago, stood

next to her, reciting the words that would make him her husband for as long

as they both lived. Almost in automatic mode, Indumati went through the

motions of the ceremony, placing the garland on Rakesh's head, exchanging

rings, letting Rakesh's father place her hand in his, greeting and smiling at

the reception afterward, all the while dreading the moment when she would

be alone with Rakesh. All too soon, Indumati said a final stiff goodbye to

her parents and slipped into the car with her new husband. The drive was

awkward and terrible. Several times, Rakesh attempted to employ Indumati in

conversation, but she never glanced his way; instead she gazed out the window,

watching the final drops of rain emitted from the lighted clouds and rolled

down the glass surface. When they reached Rakesh's home, she quickly made

her way into the house, barely pausing to take in the beautifiil landscaping

and the large, pale blue building. Hurrying behind her, Rakesh attempted

to giver her a tour of the house, from the wide, well organized kitchen to

the plush and eye-pleasing living room to the enormous master bedroom. It

was only the last of these that Indumati cared about and she immediately sat

herselfon the king sized bed and frostily asked Rakesh to give her some time

alone. He obliged, closing the door sofiily behind him.

It was late when Rakesh cracked the door and peered into his bed-
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room. The light was still on, and from its glow he could see Indumati curled

up on the bed, asleep. It was obvious that she had been crying; the stains from

trickling tears still marked her face. He sighed, feeling the burden ofmarriage,

and turned out the light. Gently he walked across the floor and crawled into

bed beside her, praying the morning would bring renewed hope.

The next few weeks passed slowly. Each morning, Rakesh would rise

early, shower, and cook breakfast for himself and Indumati, leaving her por-

tion warming over the stove when he left for work. Indumati would awaken

slowly, and plan out what she would do that day. The first few days she spent

acquainting herself with the house, learning the rooms and where things

were and what needed to be done. Afi:er that, she spent her time cleaning,

reading leisurely, running errands, cooking dinner, and wondering what the

unfinished room at the back ofthe house would be for. In his impromptu tour

of the house, Rakesh had not mentioned the room, still under construction

and blocked with translucent plastic covering, and at the time Indumati had

not bothered to ask.

Though conversation had become more cohesive between the couple

in the passing weeks, Indumati was still not comfortable, longing for her home

and for the love she felt that would never possess. Most of all, Indumati missed

her childhood things, her tangible memories from life up until her marriage.

In the days before the wedding, Indumati and her mother had packed away all

her things in boxes and trunks and a moving truck had come and taken them

away. However, when Indumati arrived at Rakesh's home, only her clothes,

toiletries and other such things were there. All her pictures, her artwork, her

CDs, her childhood teddy bear, and the rest of her past were missing. She

could only assume that her parents had placed them in storage somewhere,

and, as she was not yet speaking with them, she refused to ask.

One clear, cloudless day, Indumati met an old friend for lunch in

their favorite bistro. Indumati kept the conversation light and superficial,

avoiding any questions about the marriage to Rakesh. As she left: the restau-

rant and walked slowly to her car, Indumati felt her loneliness and isolation

all the more acutely. The hole in her heart deepened as she drove resignedly

down the road back to the house. She thought about Rakesh and wondered if

the barrier between them would ever be broken, ifher past, her present, and

her future could be all melded together in a life that would be worth living.

She pulled into the circular driveway and parked the car in the garage. As she

stepped out of the car, a piece of red paper hanging from a string brushed

against her head. She recognized the scrawling handwriting on it as Rakesh's

and she tore it gently from the string. Inside it read:

"Here's a little scavenger hunt for you to play. I have a surprise for

you and I thought this would be a great way for you to find it. Enjoy!"
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Below was the first clue. "All that is gold does not glimmer, all that

is copper does not shine... but these sure do!"

Intrigued, Indumati wondered first what the clue could mean and

then what surprise Rakesh could have for her. At last, it hit her. The copper was

the row ofcopper pots hanging above the kitchen stove. Indumati had shined

and polished them the day before and that morning before he left: Rakesh had

commented that they never looked better. She smiled at this sweetness and

then hurried up the garage stairs and through the house to the kitchen. The

metal pots clanged and banded against one another as Indumati scoured the

handles, insides, and bottoms of them for another clue. At last she found a

folded piece of blue paper taped to the handle of a small pot. She opened it

expectantly.

"Under a field of flowers, a hidden treasure lies. Under a piece of

roast beef lies naught but maggot flies."

Indumati chuckled under her breath, then thought for a moment

before rushing toward the grotesquely patterned flowered parlor chair that had

belonged to Rakesh's great aunt and now graced the living room. As she passed

the kitchen window, she noticed darkening clouds gathering, imminent rain

hanging in their clutches. She found the next clue easily under the ugly chair

and read it carefully. The next nine clues lad Indumati all over the house, from

the bar of soap in the guest bathroom to the Christmas decorations stuffed

in cardboard boxes in the attic. Finally, they led her to the newly constructed

room on the back of the house, still covered by the translucent plastic cover-

ing. Tentatively, she pulled back the corner of the plastic and peeked inside.

Indumati gasped and the beginnings of tears popped into her eyes.

Drawing the synthetic curtain back fiirther, she took a step into the carpeted

room. The walls were covered in windows to the east, north, and west that

looked out upon the boiling clouds, and the vaulted ceiling was painted a

creamy, mint green. On the walls, painted just a shade darker, were lined post-

ers and pictures, all slightly torn and tattered from their years on Indumati's

walls. A sleek wooden desk was placed in a corner where Indumati's CDs

stood in stacks, and next to them lay her photo albums and journals. An

amethyst colored couch rested against the northern windows, a frayed and

shabby teddy bear nestled in the corner, inviting visitors to join it in a rest.

As Indumati's eyes absorbed all the furnishings ofher new sunroom, the tears

that had momentarily blurred her vision overflowed onto her bronzed cheeks.

On the wall above the eastern windows, a wooden plaque held words that

touched Indumati in the very place she had thought would never be reached.

They were taken from an episode o(Northern Exposure, a television show that

both Indumati and Rakesh had watched as children, and was written in the

traditional Indian language both of them had embraced. "Marriage." It read,
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"It's like a cultural handrail. It links folks to the past and guides them to the

future."

It was raining now; large, wet drops that pattered on the extensive

windows. Through the trail ofwater, Indumati caught sight ofRakesh hurrying

toward the house, his shoes, suit, and hair darkening under the hammering

rain. Indumati sobbed once, overcome by emotion and then glanced around

her extraordinary room one more time before turning and running out the

open door. Through the kitchen and down the garage stairs she ran, all the

while the words from the plaque on her wall passing through her mind. Links

to the past... guides to the future... past... future... marriage. She reached the

outside door and paused with her hand on the knob. Rakesh was approaching,

wiping the water from his chocolate zyos. Indumati could not wait. Taking a

deep breath, she closed her eyes, opened the door, and stepped out into the

pouring rain.

Katie Collins

Boiling Springs High School

Mrs. Kay Hames
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Second Place Fiction

A Peach a Day

Take the average peach and squeeze it. It's hard, unripe, and absolutely

unappetizing. So what do you do but set it on the counter and hope that it

will ripen while you aren't looking? But say that when you set this peach on

its perch in your kitchen, you also train the eye of a special hidden camera

on it. You hole up in your room with some Ho-Hos and a TV showing the

peach and the five-foot radius surrounding it.

The minute you leave the scene ofthe ripening, approximately three-

fourths of the world's population, including Michael Jackson, and your fifth

cousin's best friend's math teacher's brother's aunt's first grader, is going to walk

through your kitchen single file and, each in turn, will see our peach. Each,

with keen interest and a watering mouth, will paw your peach curiously, and

matter-of-factly pick it up and squeeze it in between the thumb and middle

finger This is called peach abuse. Your peach will become bruised and squishy,

quickly gaining the appearance of maybe, just maybe, being ripe (unless The

Rock happens to be included in those three-fourths of the world, in which

case it will look like a dried apricot.) Later, you will excitedly cut into your

peach, and then need therapy for years.

Either that or Michael Jackson will bite into it whether it is ripe or

not, or your mother-in-law will make a syrupy pie out of it, and that will be

that. Your peach will be ruined. It's a lose-lose situation, like talk shows.

No one wins with talk shows. Mr. Jones wakes up in the morning

to a blaring radio. He hoped and prayed the night before, when he set this

alarm, that it would detonate while his favorite station was playing a song.

But he is awakened by a horrid talk show, as usual.

"Now, what exactly is yoga?" Idiot Radio Announcer Number One

squawks.

His friends in the studio will crack a number ofheadachy jokes about

the sun-facing-dog-with-constipation pose. Then, just when Mr. Jones is

thinking that maybe he does want to know more about yoga, the Idiot Radio

Announcer says "More on yoga after a few nerve-shattering advertisements

to manipulate you, the American consumer."

Mr. Jones turns off the radio, not wanting to be manipulated, and

goes downstairs to find out just how cold it will be outside. He takes a very

hard peach out of the fridge and sets it on the counter.

People have many ways of telling how cold a morning it is. Some

sensible old buggers listen to the radio for a full half hour. Some press a body
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part against the closest window and assess the need for extra clothing. Others

leave a pan ofwater outside the night before, in order to determine coldness by

the amount of ice that has gathered on the water's surface in the morning.

Actually, no one does this. They are too busy squeezing other people's

peaches.

The things is, all of this peach abuse can be prevented. We have all

heard that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. If people were

as conscious of protecting their squeezable peaches as they are of avoiding

policemen, such bruising and spoiling would never occur.

Do you know what happens the minute Mr. Jones hits the road,

all bundled up, with an extra Muff on his right ear? Well, the neighbor boy

squeezes his peach, but that is beside the point. Here's what Mr. Jones does:

he peels an eye for the fuzz. No, no the fiizz on his peach! The cops, the popo,

the PO-lice. People are always on the lookout for these guys. They crane their

necks forward when going around a curve. They have a visual map of where

the uniformed evils chill; some even invest in radar detectors.

Were Mr. Jones to exert even half that energy in peach protection,

his peach would not be suffering an early death at the hand of iron-toothed

Mrs. Jones with a bowl of granola. While Mr. Jones is turning into the park-

ing lot at work, Mrs. Jones would not be nibbling around the sour pit of the

peach, pressing her nose up against the kitchen window. If Mr. Jones were a

sensible being, capable ofsensible thought, he could have set up a booby trap,

or concealed the peach in a hidden ripening area, where only curiousest of

the curious would be able to sniff it out and squeeze it, like Michael Jackson.

But Mr. Jones is not the brightest set of lights on the road. No, while he is

shedding his heavy overcoat at this office desk and lancing warily at the basket

of fruit by the coffee maker, his own peach is fueling Mrs. Jones' body as she

holds the llama-craning-neck-while-pirouetting-in-heels yoga pose for forty

seconds.

As the talk show host on Mr. Jones' office radio broadcasts the next

month's weather forecast with a certain bounciness in his voice, Mr. Jones

walks up to the fruit basket, eager to get hold of a ripe peach. Displaying

exactly the type of diligence this world needs, the head honcho secretary

quickly reacts, smacking his hand with a ruler. "No touch!" she squeals, and

strikes the mountain-praise-with-hip-thrust pose.

Jenna Lyles

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Third Place Fiction

The Institution

Andrew awoke with a start, adjusting his eyes to the famiUar white.

It was a repulsive color, he thought, just one more thing that he had grown to

hate about the institution. No one listened to him around here, treated him as

an inferior. Well, he was used to it by now. Shy from the constant beleaguering

of his childhood, he was too scared to ask why he was kept here. After all he

had only led a quiet life of solitude. Absorbed by his own thoughts, he rarely

left the house... He was not like the other kids.

"It's not a color at all!" a voice said.

"What?" Andrew asked, shocked by the rough but familiar voice,

not realizing he had been thinking aloud.

"The whiteness all around you, it's the absence of color, not an actual

color you idiot."

"Oh, yes, I suppose you're right Johnny," T^ndrew replied.

"What, about the color or about you being an idiot?" Johnny teased.

"Because they're both right you know, you've always been a stupid little

shmuck."

"I... I think I'll go read now," Andrew said timidly, avoiding conflict

as usual.

"Not today, Andy boy," Johnny replied. He leaned in suddenly with

an air of mischief and secrecy, lowering his voice to a husky whisper, "We're

bustin' out of this joint!"

"Oh, come on," Andrew replied. "Can you please let that go? I've

heard it a million times, and besides it's just too dangerous. They have orderlies

at every corner; we've been over this before. You know I have allergies, I need

my medications. And I'm not very quick on my feet, how do you expect me

to-"

"Shut up!" Johnny replied. "You think any of that has ever stopped

me? You just have to make up for it with toughness, killer instinct. That's

what you lack Andy boy. Every man needs a good taste of blood every now

and then. It keeps him... alive!"

"Please... please no more; I hate it when you talk like that. Oh my
head. Nurse!" Andrew cried.

"No, no, no," Johnny cooed. "It's o.k. Everything's gonna be alright.

Just listen to your friend Johnny; he's always been there for you. You know I

wouldn't do anything that would put you in harm's way. Just let me do all the

dirty work, all you have to do is tag along for the ride. I know how you hate
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this place. Wouldn't you like to be able to find a nice place of your own by

the ocean, where you can read all day and never worry about being bothered

by other people? Huh? Wouldn't you?"

"Yea... I would," Andrew replied.

"Alright then! That's the kind ofanswer I like to hear from you Andy

boy!" Johnny said. "Now are you with me on this one? Will you help me
escape?"

"I don't know... what do you need me for?" Andy asked. "You can

do it by yourself," he said.

"I wish I could Andy boy, but it's not that simple. You see, you have

something I don't... the yellow pass," Johnny said with a gleam in his eye.

His gaze quickly turned to a snarl of disgust. "I suppose you received it for

your good behavior," he taunted. "Well... do you still have it?" he asked with

a soft whisper.

"It's right here," Andrew murmured.

"Good!" Johnny shouted. "You're a man with a plan, Andy boy.

Got a good head on your shoulders, I've always thought that! Now, if you'll

let me see that pass I can make us both one. I've been watchin' the orderlies'

shift while you were sleeping, see. I judge I have about a 5-minute break in

the watch at 1 :30 am. That's when they change shifts. If I work fast, I should

have just enough time to sneak into the copy room and run off a hot one!"

"I just don't know... it seems risky," Andy said.

"Risky?" Johnny asked. "Well what is life without a little risk involved?

Boring that's what it is! I mean, hell, T^ndy boy, you'll never get anywhere with

that attitude. If you want to get somewhere in life, you have to take risks,

that's what I always say. You don't want to be stuck in this hellhole they call

an institution all your life do you?"

"I sure don't," Andrew replied. "Well... I guess you can have the pass.

But only if you promise to be careful!" he said, with a sudden look ofworry

and strain crossing his face.

"Whadya take me for?A fool?" Johnny asked. "You're the fool, not me,

remember? Of course I'll be careful. Now gimme that." Johnny snatched the

yellow pass from Andrew's fingers, inspecting it closely. A slow drool escaped

his parted lips as he read the small print letters that stood out on the bright

yellow slip:

"This pass admits one visit to the public library. Detainees must be

escorted by an orderly, and are admitted a maximum of 1 hour to

browse the library and check out books. Detainees will be returned

to institution immediately after checkout."

"This is it, Andy boy," Johnny said slowly. "Our ticket to freedom!"
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"What's your plan?" Andrew asked, knowing what was coming.

"Whoa, slow down now. Not so soon. You don't have very thick skin

ya' know... it's pretty easy to get the truth out of you. It's not that I don't trust

you! Oh I do. But just leave the thinkin' up to me. You're just along for the ride,

remember?"

"Right, o.k." Andre replied. "You had better have a good plan though.

If we're doin' this then we're doin it right."

"Yea, I got a plan, a good one too!" Johnny replied. Then he mut-

tered to himself "I just haven't thought of it quite yet... Well then! Now that

that's done, I'll let you get to your reading. You always were such a sucker for

those books of yours," Johnny chuckled. "Thanks, Andy boy, you were a big

help today," he said with a sneer on his face. Sometimes Andrew just wished

he would go away and leave him alone. It was pure misfortune that they were

bunk mates at the institution.

Andrew became so involved in his book that he didn't notice the pas-

sage of time. A shadow crept upon his page like a black plague, hindering his

reading so that he had to trun this way and that to catch the last ray of light.

"Goodness, is it nightfall already?" Andrew thought. Looking a the clock he saw

it was 8:49 pm. Nightfall came late in this month ofJuly. It was July Seventh,

another dreadful Thursday. He reminisced on the celebrations held earlier that

Monday. The fourth of July always was a favorite holiday. The detainees were

allowed to go into the courtyard to watch the firework show. They weren't al-

lowed to go too near the sparks though; they were treated like such children

around here.

"That's because morons like you will catch their clothes on fire!" Johnny

piped in.

"Hey! Where did you come from?" Andrew asked with just a hint of

an attitude. He didn't appreciate being snuck up on; he was prone to illness

afterwards. The kids back home used to make a habit out ofjumping him so

they could laugh at him when he fell to the ground and began to shake. Mother

called them seizures.

"Oh I've been here for a while," Johnny replied. "You have an awfiil

way of talking aloud when you think. Whatcha readin' there?" he jeered.

"Nothing!" Andrew replied, drawing the book to his chest.

"Oh, really?" Johnny teased, snatching the book from his grasp. "Hmm,

what do we have here?"

"Give that back!" Andrew shouted.

"Oh! I see you're reading 'My Heart Awakened' byAmy Jenkins," he

said with a sing-song tone. "A good book... for a girl! Andrew you can't keep

living vicariously through these books of yours. You want excitement in your

life? I'll show you excitement. Ever seen the look on a woman's face as you stab
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her children in front of her?" He took in a deep breath, savoring the memory.

"Now that's what I call excit-"

"Stop it!" Andrew cried. "I'll scream for the nurse if you don't be

quiet!"

"Oh! No, no it's o.k. I didn't mean it," Johnny replied, with a worried

look on his face. "We can't have that now, not with what I have planned for

tonight."

"Well, get some sleep," Andrew said. "You'll need your energy. The

reason I care is because I know ifyou screw this up, they'll be asking you where

you got that yellow slip, and it will get traced right back to me. I am your

bunkmate you know."

"Oh stop being such a worry wart," Johnny said. "I'll be magnifi-

cent!" he said with flair and arrogance. He was almost sick with the anxiety

and anticipation. Such things always gave Johnny a rush. It was the need for

that adrenaline high that got him landed in here. He had to fulfill it in very

disturbing ways...

The two soon dozed off, but only after Johnny had set his watch

alarm for 1:25 am. The alarm woke Andrew with a start. "Damn it, Johnny!"

he whispered. "Turn that thing off!"

"Well it did its job didn't it?" Johnny asked. "1 :25 sharp, that means I

got 5 minutes until I can slip outa here and get to that copy room. You wanna

know what your buddy Johnny was doin' while you were in here reading your

sissy book?" he asked.

"What?" Andrew grumbled.

"I was being productive in the common room, look what I got!" A
gleaming object was pulled from Johnny's pocket. Andrew recognized the jan-

gling sound.

"The keys!" Andrew exclaimed with surprise.

"That's right!" Johnny said with a triumphant haughtiness. "Fished it

outa that old maid's pocket. Bonnie, you know the one. She's about half deaf,

and nearly blind, so I took to the notion that she was slowly losing all her senses.

Didn't feel me reach my hand in her pocket that's for sure!"

"You are smooth... I'll give you that," Andrew said. Then with sudden

urgency he snapped "Hurry! It's 1:31 already!"

"Shit," Johnny said. "Four minutes, o.k. that will have to do." "If I'm

not back in 10 minutes... oh forget it, I'll be back."

"Be quick," Andrew said. With that, Johnny slid out the door, and

tiptoed down the hall.

"O.K," he thought. "I take 1 left, 2 rights, and then another left. Or
was it 2 lefts and 2 rights? Damn it! Alright Johnny, calm down," he said to

himself "It's just the nerves getting to you. Just go with your first instinct."
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His instincts proved to be true. Had they ever let him down? There

was the copy room on the right, and not an orderly in sight. He fumbled with

the keys, searching for the right one. "Crash!" the keys dropped to the ground.

Johnny muffled a curse as he stooped to pick them up. It had been too long

since he had experienced such a thrill; his hands weren't as steady as they used

to be. He listened for footsteps, but hearing none, quickly opened the door and

slunk inside.

The machine cast eerie shadows on the ground, with the only light

coming from a nearbywindow, barred like all the others. Johnny quickly searched

for the yellow paper, stuffed it in the slot, and closed the machine down on

Andrew's yellow pass. With the press of a button, the machine purred to life,

groaning with the effort, and echoing a sound like a warning call to the orderlies

as it spat out the yellow paper, foul and impure with the bad intentions in store

for it. Johnny had not expected it to be that loud. He looked at his watch. It

read 1:35 am. He had overstayed his welcome, and his 4 minutes were up.

As he rushed to the door, he heard footsteps from the hallway. "It

came from this direction!" a voice said. Johnny knew he had to be quick, but

he wasn't a fast runner. He would have to use the shadows to his advantage. He
shot out of the door, hesitating briefly. "O.k., think!" he said to himself One
left, two rights and another left means... one right, two lefts, and another right

on the way back. The footsteps were growing closer now.

He took a quick right, and ducked into a shadow formed at the corner.

He waited, sure that the orderlies would spot him in this vulnerable position.

They walked past his hallway, with only a quick glance in his direction. They

were headed for the copy room. Lucky for Johnny, he had ducked out not a

minute too soon. He rushed back to his room, glancing over his shoulder the

whole way.

He entered the room, exhaling a sigh of relief His heart was beating

out a double-time rhythm, and his whole body was shaking. "Yesss," he thoughn

This was what he lived for.

"What in the hell took you so long?" Andrew asked. "And wipe that

silly grin offyou face, you had me worried sick!"

"Hey! Relax," Johnny said, with a cool and arrogant look on his face.

"Look what I got" he boasted, waiving the newly printed yellow slip in one

hand.

"Great, now you can give me mine back," Andrew said. Then with

a look of concern and interest, he asked "so... when are we, you know, bustin'

out?"

"Soon, Andy boy," Johnny replied. "Very soon."

Morning light had barely broken through the barred window when

Johnny awoke. He jumped out of bed, energetic and refreshed. "What's up
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with you?" Andrew asked. Johnny never was known to be much of a morning

person.

"We have a big day ahead of us, Andy boy!" Johnny rephed with a

look of boyish excitement. "Gonna make us a httle trip to the Library. That's

what we're gonna do. Oh yes." He rambled on with remarks of excitement,

muttering to himself "You may want to arm yourselfby the way, in case things

get rough," Johnny said, tossing Andrew a sharp piece of metal.

"What is this?" Andrew asked incredulously.

"Just a little something I've been sharpening on the bedpost. Took me

a good week to make it," Johnny said proudly.

"I don't want it," Andrew said.

"Take it," Johnny replied. "You might need it."

"I said I don't want it! I thought you told me I would just be along

for the ride; you know I don't like violence," Andrew said, throwing it back to

him.

"Whoa watch it!" Johnny replied. "This thing is sharp. Imagine what

it could do to an unsuspecting orderly," he said with a gleam in his eye.

"Hey! You never mentioned anything about murder. No! Forget this

I want out now!" Andrew yelled.

"Fine!" Johnny replied. "Guess what, you little fool. I already got my
yellow slip, played you like a drum for that thing didn't I? So it looks like I don't

need you anymore!"

A look ofshock came over Andrew's face. He hadn't really wanted out

of the escape plan. He wanted to get out of this place just as badly as Johnny.

If he had to spend any more time in this institution, he felt like he might go...

crazy! Well Andrew had been walked over all his life, but not this time.

"Oh, so you think you've defeated me then? Just like everyone else."

Andrew said. "Well not this time, Johnny. You should have never put so much

trust in me, because now I know everything, and I can give you away just like

that. That's right. So unless you bring me along, I'll just tell everyone what you

plan on doing."

"Hahahaha, you think they'll listen to you?" Johnny asked. "You're in

an institution! You're crazy!" He laughed again, nervously this time.

"Yeah?" Andrew asked. "Well it's one crazy man's word against another

then isn't it?!" he said wildly. "We're all crazy! But knowing them, if there's any

hint at all that a prisoner is going to attempt violence, they'll lock the whole

place down in seconds. So if I was you, I wouldn't take any chances."

"You know what?!" Johnny said, in a wild fit of rage. "I've got a bet-

ter idea!" A loose grin came over his face, and he started laughing hysterically.

How about I just get rid of you right now?!" he shouted, as he whipped out

both crude knives, and lunged at Andrew. Andrew had no time to react. Blood
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spurted from his chest, and he slumped to the ground, choking and struggHng

for air.

Everything went black.

Andrew awoke with a start, adjusting his eyes to the familiar white.

Then he looked down, and saw that the pure white of his smock was tainted

with crimson. He began to scream a heartless, blood curdling scream.

"What in the hell happened here?!" a man rushing to the stretcher

asked.

"Multiple stab wounds to the chest and neck," the nurse replied. "We

walked in just in time to stop him from doing any more damage."

"What do you mean?" the doctor asked.

"He stabbed himself, sir."

Max Cobb

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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First Place Poetry

Expecting

Sitting in the close waiting room

Of a clinic crowded with the

Uninsured aiUng

Is a young woman.

Her blonde hair is pulled away from her face

And her clothes fit best,

Revealing everything yet modest:

The dip of her waist,

Strength of her legs.

She glows.

Like everyone else is in winter

And she is in Hawaii during the summer.

She fidgets.

Squeaking against the vinyl chair.

Her fingers sweaty stick to the

Pages of a magazine she's not reading.

She stares at a spot,

Eyes locked in reverie,

Thinking of her new life.

She already knows.

How can a woman not?

Sarah Tennant

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan
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First Place Art

My Grandmother

Michael Smith

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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Second Place Poetry

Invisible Ink

My tears flow nimble and wholesome

From my eyes until they become nearly

The only ink flowing from my
Pen, decorating my paper with

Empty words.

The words that come to mean nothing

To me now. They purge themselves

From my soul into a heaping

Pile of ravaged bliss.

My words hurl themselves mercilessly

Towards the whipping boy that lays

Before me as if the paper itself

Had taken to life and created my
Invisible pain.

Cursing and punishing I fill each blank

Line with my tattered emotions.

I scribble until my hands ache and

I have no more tears left to

Drip from my lids.

My virtue is wearied now and I sit

Amongst my damp pool, staring

At my blank sheet wondering

What to fill it with now.

Megan Owens

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Cannon
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Second Place Art

Why Won't They Blink

Martin Sanchez

WoodruffHigh School

Mrs. Diana Olencki
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Third Place Poetry-

Elemental

If fire were water,

we would be seventy percent flame:

our orifices would cough ashes

into the atmosphere around our heads,

clouding our vision,

polluting the clear blue of newborn eyes

burning with the fresh taste of smoke.

The sky would mirror

burning oceans' ebb and flow,

turning the sandy beaches into glass,

fragile beneath the weight of bare feet

and sharp against tender fingers

working to build a brittle casde.

A morning shower of fire would clean

away your skin,

leaving your flesh new, pink.

In winter, faceted blue flames

would crystallize into rays,

turning silhouetted landscapes into ash

when the fire melted.

Markie Gaddis

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Third Place Art

Hidden Treasure

Heather Troutman

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Honorable Mention Poetry

to e. e.

A sea of green hills,

disected by a grey ribbon slicing

through the country side

nature meets mankind

at the road's edge

spring grass to January asphalt

a world of is

becomes

a world of created

and all we can do is watch.

Lyn Radke

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Frankie Mason
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Honorable Mention Art

Challenger: the Prayer

Logan Harrell

WoodruffHigh School

Mrs. Diana Olencki
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Honorable Mention Poetry-

Chameleon

He watches
j

Eyes flitting to and fro,
j

Searching for safety from the ones who see him

For what he truly is.

He creeps silently into the foliage ofwarm smiles,

Changing his skin to become one of them.

They offer him the pernicious poison.

And blinded by his own invisibility,

He accepts.

Now he is the same color as the rainbow.

Dancing with the Northern Lights

Beyond the chambers of his mind.

Where only I can see him

For what he truly is.

They offer him the insidious beauty,

And blinded by his own invisibility,

He accepts.

Now he is the same color as the linens,

Pounding with the beat of two hearts

Beyond the loneliness of a single body,

Where only I can see him

For what he truly is.

They offer him the spirits,

And blinded by his own invisibility

He accepts.

Now he is the same color as the ocean,

Drifting with the current

Beyond the pain that consumes him,

Where only I can see him
For what he truy is.
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They offer him the wheel,

And bHndecl by the spirits,

He accepts.

Now he is the same color as the asphalt,

Torn and bleeding from the thousand shards of glass that embed him.

Beyond the barriers of the physical world.

Where everyone can see him

For what he truly was.

Cameron Rotton

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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Honorable Mention Art

Out ofBody Experience

Ann Crosby

Spartanburg High School

Nancy C. Harrison
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Honorable Mention Art

Never Changing

Pa Kou Ly

Dorman High School

Susan B. Eleazer
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Honorable Mention Art

La fille timide

Brenda Diaz

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Poetry

Fiction

Art

2006
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Rough and Gentle

I rock in the midst of my contradictions

Wide awake sleeping

I am increasingly aware ofmy surroundings

Warmed by the summer sun,

Chilled by the winter breeze

My thoughts squirm uncomfortably in my mind searching for a voice, a

movement

The fresh air rejuvenates my being as if it were near death

-like me.

I hover in a swirl ofmy transgressions

Awaiting a golden passage

Awaiting something euphoric

Splinters pierce my hands and feet

And blood poles from me like vinegar from a sponge

I press my lips to it and taste my destiny, my retribution

It's final, definite and it rejuvenates my being as if I am dead.

Maybe I am. Maybe I'm not but whatever it is, wherever I am... it's final

and definite like me.

Megan Owens

Boiling Springs High School

Mrs. Kay Hames
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Wait

Time stops while you're waiting,

Moments seem like hours, hours seem like days.

A game of cards takes only five minutes,

And a trip around the world would take less than eighty days.

Time stops while you're waiting for the news.

How they're doing, will they make it?

Is it over, is there hope?

In just fragile moments, a million thoughts go racing.

Nothing makes time pass, just sitting waiting.

Standing, pacing, walking in circles, no relief.

Just still waiting for a sign.

If they make it all the things you'll tell them;

I was scared, I thought you were gone, I love you.

Now the guilt, you wish you'd said those things before,

At the park, or in the car, earlier that day before they left.

Time will heal all wounds they say.

You've got nothing but time, but your wounds won't heal.

Waiting, you cry, you call out for them.

Silence, no answer, and all your waiting makes no difference.

Time stops when you're waiting for them to come back.

Rich Lyda

Broome High School

Nan Manasas
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Detached

Pamela Brown

Dorman High School

D. Benson
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A Feeble Attempt

I have no roots

I know not from whence I came

Alone in this world

Entangled in the earth

I wish I could stay

But the wind blows me away

My life is feeble

I tumble and sway

My state of mind changes

From day to day

I wish I could stay

But the wind blows me away

At the mercy of chains

I await a change

Weighted down by their works

Can't yield to the hurt

I don't want to stay

Wind, carry me away.

Micah Taylor

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy

don't go

the taste of your voice is still on my lips,

you are bittersweet as you leave

your back speaks in a thousand tongues

and i don't understand one

and all i want to do is reach out as you go

and stop your from being gone

i see you everywhere i am
even if it's only your shadow

whenever you turn a corner

i am right there with you

i hope i never have to watch you disappear completely

even if i'm always one step behind

Kendal Lisk

Broome High School

Nan Manasas
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The Real Me

Samantha Brown

Dorman High School

Ms. Heather Walden
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Distant

The closer I get, the farther I am
So close, but yet so far

Tho distance keeps me close to you

I feel I am apart

O how I wish that I could find

A closer way to you

So distance myself I must

But my heart won't let me through

My heart cries and screams for love

But the distance's so far away

It screams right in your ear

It cries

But no one hears what I have to say

So it silences itself

No longer it cries

It creeps to a grave in dismay

So distant this heart from love

It takes its own life away

Amber Gaffney

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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A Writer's Confessions

Please take away from this menagerie

Of information naught but what you wish

For in pure truth I know no more than most.

A learned man could surely find much fault

A crooked man could warp and twist these lines

A simple man could simply glance and leave

A lordly man could scoflFand patronize.

But for my part I only try to write

What flows as honey from my critic tongue

And hope that in these fragile words you'll find

Some fading stain ofmy emotions spent.

Whether hope and peace peek from these written lines

Or agony and pain stand stagnant there

Take only what is hidden in yourself

Defined and distanced by another hand

Whose writings can explain your inmost thought

In ways you know your own self never could.

So take from me what e'er you may desire

And by my pouring soul be vitalized

And find as nectar from the Promised Land

These poems cascading from my ready pen.

Katie Collins

Boiling Springs High School

Mrs. Kay Hames
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Hie Depths in Which I Fall

The depths in which I fall seem to

continue like the oceans gentle waves.

Only in a manner which is vicious and ill tempered.

The depths seem to never end.

No matter how much I struggle.

No matter how much I bleed and suffer,

I am tormented every second by the

thought of falling.

Then I fall and I am trapped in

hate and violence.

I do not wish to harm the ones I love-

But the only way to redeem myself is

to drag them into the depths in which I fall.

Josh Turner

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason

Everywhere You Look

Emilie Rossett

Dorman High School

Susan B. Eleazer
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Stress

Common to people my age

Causes drug abuse and violent rages

Makes me wonder if it's worth

Doing all this work

And going berserk.

I think I've handled it fairly well.

After all, I haven't bailed

Out on my dreams and goals;

Because without them the world is cold.

But not all stress is negative.

Sometimes when I'm under pressure,

I find it as a tester

To my growth and maturity.

It is then that I realize

How truly blessed I actually am to have

This type of stress.

Shakara Shuford

Broome High School

Mrs. Hayes
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Crisis Beyond the Mind

imprisoned scripture

media legion '

subliminal guidelines

sleep walk hearing

reflect on nothing

influence blaring

Block the borders

suits persuasion

consume consumption

freedom mutation

crippled by the logic in your thoughts

turn off the lights and come as one

come as nothing claiming existence

under the sun

Tim James

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan

Yo Te Quiero

For Jessica
(Jessica lost her life in an automobile accident on April 22, 2005)

In the stillness of the night

I hear your voice,

"Yo te quiero."

In the quiet of my heart

I feel your light,

"Yo te quiero."

Pain leaves and darkness settles

In the emptiness ofmy soul

I hear your heart,

"Yo te quiero."

Claire Atkins

Blue Ridge High School

JanetAtkins
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Aspiring

Kayla Murff

Spartanburg High School

Nancy C. Harrison
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I am Strong

I am strong, I am free.

I stand on the bow of my battleship

and stare into the water

the white moon shines into my face

from its reflection:

a perfect circle of ivory

surrounded by the deepness of the blue ocean

and in the water

I am haloed by the moon,

it is my crown.

My ship tears through the water

ripping the sea open

and scattering its enemies

into the conquered waters

rippling behind my ship.

I am strong, I am free.

I have been hurt and broken

cast aside by the unfaithful

ignored by friends I trusted

crushed by my closest allies

but I survived.

I fought for my freedom

for my happiness.

I guarded my heart

with the strength of Arthur's armies.

I defended my pride

and overcame my greatest pains.

I am Joan

this is my Arc

and I will die

before I let you conquer me.

Janene Rawley

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Subcutaneous

I have invented the world

between the yawning flatness

of blue rooms

where nothing is beautiful

until dissected.

In the small wilderness

of our kindred hands,

my scalpel undescribes

the missing space:

I cannot help but weave myself

into the knotted trees

that are your muscles,

as the threadings ofyour abdomen

shift secrets.

Rachael Gallman

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Liftoff

I close my eyes

as the pulse in my forehead quickens,

and I inhale my worries,

exhale my hopes.

The world is shaking,

I am shaking.

My grip on nothing constricts.

My nerves take off without me.

I must hold on tightly

to the feathers

of this bird.

Geojfrey Billetter

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Runner's World

Chris Allen

Dorman High School

Susan B. Eleazer
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Teller

Mary's got an earring that she says once

belonged to her great-aunt Greta, the one

who could just look into your eyes

and see the map ofyour past unfurling,

and trace lines into your palm, creasing

your future into the folds of skin.

The earrings partner is long lost

in the fog of the Metro seven years back,

so what's left is just a single pearly patch of sky,

the shape of a blind man's eye. Who knows but that

the shadow of that steely bank, the one soon to be robbed,

didn't gleam within the earring's pale face

that day Greta walked right past the best mistake of her life?

Mary loves to tell it, how Greta forgot to make a withdrawal,

how the robbery and shootings were just spilling out of the papers later

and Greta knelt down, her earrings eating light.

Unsure ofwhom to thank.

According to Mary, Greta felt from that day

that something within her had broken off

and left her unbalanced, like the earring.

But looking more closely, it's as if

the single earring is more whole by itself,

fuller without its facsimile. So perhaps

Greta mistook her luck for something emptier, something

she could not face. Or as Mary puts it,

when she dangles the earring into the shaft of sunlight

that a lone cloud is starting to break like a puzzle—

It's a lot like the truth, in this light, she says (of the earring I suppose),

and she turns it again, the opal flashing dully

like the map in Greta's eyes,

she adds, almost to herself.

Beautiful, beautiful.

Tina Bu

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Just Alone

Alone in a sea of shadows

Alone in a cloud of chaos

Alone in a time of turmoil

Just Alone

No one to guide me
No one to help me
No one to show me the way

Just Alone

It is Darkness that surrounds me
Encloses me in its grasp

No hope of escape

Just Alone

I've been bent, broken, and erased

Left alone in this empty space

Isolated and a bit misplaced

Just Alone

Robyn Rode

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Cannon
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Transpierced

Harrison Williams

Spartanburg High School

Nancy C. Harrison
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Reflection

I gaze into the sky

As black as my mood
As clouded as my thoughts

As blank as my emotions

The wind breathes

As hard and cold as my eyes

As strong as my hate

As fierce as my anger

Then the sky and the wind combine

They become a single entity

A swirling cloud of fiiry

With no form or direction

I stand as I stare at a reflection of myself

And for the first time I understand

I am afraid

Afraid like those who have stared into my eyes in anger

Sabelyn Thorpe

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Canon
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Self Portrait

Latasha Boyd

Dorman High School

Susan B. Eleazer
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Skin

I

We rub cheek to cheek, measuring the sensitivity

of the hairs on our skin.

We're young aduks alone,

but together, two ten-year-old girls playing in the sand,

our hard play molding little castles

as we watch and wait for something,

wind, ocean, or rain, to take back

our masterpieces.

II

I offer to help the woman struggling under her own weight

and that of her grocery bags.

While we walk, she tells me that skin is nothing really

it's only there to hold the bones and organs together

even though they never agree

on what television show to watch.

Ill

Months ago, sleeping over at a friend's house,

and waking long before I should have,

I patiently examined the sun for hours as it traveled

from her forehead to her collarbone.

I told her once she'd woken, that I wished that I could paint,

to show her how the night surrendered to the day

on her skin.

IV

I've known that the moon
is my direct connection to God,

and that God must be female,

because the moon isn't handsome,

it's beautiful.

Messages sent through stellar night reveal to me
that body language is the only real speech,

and skin the only written word.

Sarah Carnick

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Poetry Reading

I love when the author presents the poem,

so the sound I'd held in my mind

is slaughtered by the alien, raw reality

of the poet's voice,

and the emphasis I'd imagined

is unexpectedly rearranged.

I love how a simple poem
is made complex by the reader,

how each line

is interpreted and misunderstood,

dying to be reborn

every time.

Ann Kennedy

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Faces ofWomen

Anna Le

Dorman High School

Ms. Heather Walden
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Like An Infant

There it sits,

like an infant,

curled into a ball,

trying to remember

how it felt

to still be inside

the protection of

his mother's skin;

Not wanting to walk

or even believe

that because he is

no longer safe,

he can now do

grand things.

He could be a Handel,

a Washington, a Hughes,

or maybe a Brando.

One day he might be able

to stand at home
and point way out,

past outfield,

and then send the ball

out of the park

following the course

of his, now tiny, finger.

He could be

someone so HUGE
that all people

will forget his name

like Samuel L. Clemens.

Yet he sits,

in a ball,

thumb in mouth,

tears in eyes,

because even though he

might be big someday,

right now,

at this point,

what he is doing

is all he knows how to do.

And maybe,
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it isn't an infant at all,

and there I sit,

like and infant,

curled into a ball,

trying so hard

to imagine

what I can be;

working so hard to think

ofwhat I could do.

but for now,

all I am capable of

is sitting here,

in my ball,

like a child,

letting the tears

fall.

Leland Hollowell

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Juanita "Grandz" George

I can see you

Pinning on that old heart-shaped pendent

With your frail, wrinkled hands

Yes,

When I sometimes picture you

Rocking away in Papa's leather chair

With the holes patched up

And when I remember

Your bruised arms and hands

Speckled with the bad memories of past accidents

I say.

As I think ofhow
You fixed your frizzled red hair

While you added on tacky costume jewelry

Oh yes,

And whenever my senses remember

The must}^ dog smell of your home
And the sound of fizzing Ginger-ale,

As I dream ofhow I used to sit upon your lap

I can see you

And how beautiful you truly were

Chase Fowler

Blacksburg High School

Mrs. Pam Hughes
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Volitant

I was going to fly

I was going to soar above mountain peaks

And alabaster clouds

To see the great vastness of the Earth

And all the beauty life entails

I was going to fly

But with sudden sparking pain

And the clamp of cold iron jaws

My wings were clipped

The delicate bones snapped

The snowy feathers torn

My wings flapped and flailed

In vain

And so I fell

In a scarlet-sprayed flurry

Down, down, down
The warm rays of the sun faded

The mountains reared above me, black and accusing

They rose above me
Too high

Too high for me to ever climb again

Darkness enfolded

And the earth opened up

And then closed to swallow me
in the black ink of a frozen underworld

I hit the bottom

I crashed into stone

My already-broken wings crumpled

And all was dark

All was cold

A cage of ice and stone pressing in on me
In this, my deplorable hour

Of failure

Of defeat

Long I remained in this crypt.

Slowly stretching broken wings

And finding myself a cripple,
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Till I had forgotten the sun

And the softness of the grass

And the tender breezes

Of the life Above

Invisible chains held me
I could not rise

I could not flare my wings

To lift myself from this catacomb

And as I resigned myself to the darkness

Until the cold set into my joints

All was lost

I was doomed to rot

But then one day I opened my wings

And found that they were strong

The chains were broken

And I broke through the cold

The ice shattered

And I was free

I spread my wings and flew

Up, up, up

Up out of the darkness

I shed the cold and shadow

And burst through into the warm sunlight

Which shone with the same radiance

It had when first it was lit

Up, up, up

High above the rolling green hills

Into the cotton clouds

To erupt into the firmaments

And fly through the golden wash

Elation lifting me high

And I flew to the sun

Sarah Tennant

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan
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Go to Sleep

I just want to

Go to sleep

Give birth to

Intimate relationships

With the stars.

Dance with the signs

Of the Zodiac.

Take baths in

The cool, refreshing waters

Of the Big Dipper.

Turn dreams into realities,

Because reality is

That dreams are "unrealistic"

And I - being the

Opposite of a realist -

Will not fly with the tide

I will create my own ocean

And wave goodbye

To pressures and oppressors

Until the stress is lessened.

I just want to

Go to sleep.

Because I ultimately

Live to dream.

So in turn, I

Dream to Live.

For, if it weren't

For those dreams,

rd have no life essence.

There would be no

One anchor to

Hold me two moments

Longer to this

One planet

Three stones from the sun.

The new heartbeat

Of hope has begun.

And I am asleep.

Jamal Otijele

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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HowWillWe KnowWhen the World Caves In?

How will we all know when the world caves in?

Will the signs jump out at us just to warn?

A bell or two, to tell us when to mourn?

Somehow we will know our greatest sins,

So much noise where we can even hear pins.

Some will bend until they break through the morn,

You'll push until you shove to be adorned.

Is this when we'll know the world caved in?

There aren't many left who haven't kissed it,

The enemy that reigns over us all.

Ifwe can conquer a day like today,

Fall in line and in the end we will sit,

With a new outlook standing so tall.

When the world caves in is when we shall play.

Abbey Wells

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan
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A Mere Protagonist

Ha Nguyen

Dorman High School

Robert Urban
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Unseeing Eye

All humans

are beautiful demons,

and we
all bow and

kneel before

questioning

whether their red-haired

cheekiness

is homely

or exotic,

plain

or mysterious.

Love them, worship them,

live in wonder

and their bright leaps

and dark games,

the cruel ways

they twist the ropes

and make you want to

join them.

Be a god.

Deify that irony

ofhuman perfection.

Elaine Koutroulias

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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FollowYour Beat

Remember the fact that one's different

Each person has their behefs and each has their own opinion

We all look at others in curious ways

Instantly placing our thoughts on them

They may not be like you, not very social or lacking athletic skills

But imagine our world ifwe were all the same

Others have their own calling in life, just as you

Even though they may be very distant and conflicting

Holding them from it could be the worst

You mustn't criticize one for how they are

We all have the right to follow our own path and our own lives

Their thoughts could be the stepping stones to generations to come

But you must take steps to instill in your mind the respect you must have

for everyone

In order to do this, you must place yourself in their shoes

For then you may realize that it's not them following the beat ofa different drum

It's you.

Brian Fitzsimmons

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan
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My Different Personalities

Kirby Tate

Dorman High School

Ms. Heather Walden
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Cirque

Addie Bunn

Spartanburg High School

Nancy C. Harrison
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Nothingness

I gather my knowledge in a cool pale

it drips from my head

littering the balcony from which I am born

From the nothingness which I was conceived

Gathering Knowledge

Which is useless to me
Across the woods

and far apart

my mind cries

over a dissipating cloud

Gathering the information

spilt from a young couple

liquid of their love

gathering the information

like berries' juice

plopping in my pale

Have you ever noticed

my cold dark pale

heart

beating still.

Alison Monahan

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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Katrina Victim

Carole Garrison

Dorman High School

Ms. Heather Walden
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Stone

What use is living to be forgotten?

When one carves upon a stone

It is remembered for an eternity.

Seasons may come and seasons may go

What has been set into stone will remain.

There is no better way to etch upon stone

Than to fight for what you believe in.

So I intend to fight for what is deemed true and

Engrave those beliefs upon that stone with the

Scarlet ofmy enemies.

For those beliefs that are upon that stone,

That oh-so-stunning, sleek, marble stone.

Shall not be forgotten.

Brandon Harris

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason

Extensions

I've measured people,

but prefer their shadows,

elongated and improved by dusk.

Only the most observant

can glimpse their subtle motions.

Maybe they dwell where the years go;

as age tears at our features,

our shadows remain smooth,

timeless to the day we die.

Meanwhile, how does the world appear

to our shadows,

gazing up from underneath

at colored forms and seeing

only details?

Jonathan Thompson

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Journey on the Path

Walking through the meadow

I follow a trail

A path not known by any other

All around me
Shadows fill the air

They tempt me to stray off the trail

I sometimes walk on the edge of the wood

But never leave my path

The journey to the end seems so long

At times I get frustrated and annoyed

Other times I am carefree and exultant

Each step I take has a surprising moment to it

Such a moment that I cannot explain

Never will I give up till I hit the end

And when I do cross that path

Another trail just begins

Emily Clark

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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Pendulous

Pam Angelakis

Spartanburg High School

Nancy C. Harrison
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The Boutique in the Dying Downtown
supplied endless fantasies

of dates culminating in marriage proposals.

One dress in particular, stitched

of golden sunsets' corn husk silk,

would land me in ballrooms,

elicit engraved invitations to the White House.

But today, standing quite still amidst a towering, blooming wedding fess,

I realize that I've never dreamed myself

any farther than this point.

Beth Bennet

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

The Beginning ofthe End

There was a time when he was able

When he was moving.

Then life came crashing down
One January, rainy night.

With flashing lights

Zipping here and there.

A pile of rubber, metal, and glass.

He now remembers.

There was a time when he was able

A time when he

Was not confined to a chair, but...

Lived a working man's life.

Jake Adams

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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The Scent ofDrowning

My mirror's nothing special.

It rests under a thin film of dust

obscuring the fragmented poetry I wrote on it

in French, with my chocolate eyeliner.

Yet on a regular basis, there I am,

bouncing back off the glass and through

the dust and mangled thoughts.

When I tuck a strand of hair behind my ear,

I swear I hear the air conditioner slur

in the voice ofmy dead daddy,

"Baby doll, princess, sweetie,

you know you'd be so pretty

if you'd lose some-a that fat."

Then I breathe in the nasal scent of drowning

that makes my head swim

against the current of my thoughts,

like that time I thought the mermaid

would grab my hand if I went out far enough.

The ocean agreed it wanted another princess

as it pulled me down, and the salt water

rushed into my throat,

but daddy was busy

teaching mother right and wrong,

so it was the boy with wet curls and no shirt

who stole me from my new home in the sea.

I promised Ariel I'd come back if it meant

my hair would billow in waves of glass,

and I could flaunt a tail

that reflected light

bright enough to see

through the dust

and foreign words.

Mary Murphy

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Stare

How long do you stare at the ceiling at night?

Trying to look into the future?

Trying to forget the past?

Every spot on the ceiling is a reminder bookmark.

The water stain — the past injury and hurt that won't quit bleeding.

The sparkles — the one moment in the week that has become the only

highlight.

The crown molding — the barrier that is holding your true feelings in.

Or do you just stare into space?

Thinking of the red slap on your face from your best friend.

Thinking of the torn tissue from an ex-boyfriend.

Thinking of the uncontrollable question 'Why' or 'Why Me?'

As your eyes sweep into a rain-dance, you finally go to sleep;

Only for your body to awake from a nightmare, but to continue the dream

as a day mare.

Then when daily life is over and you put your head to rest on the pillow,

You-Stare at the ceiling.

Jessica Hill

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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Birds With Long Necks

Shane Goode

Dorman High School

D. Benson
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Daddy
I bore the knife blade that bade the slaughter

Broken clouds through wide eyes speak of triumph

This world is your cancer, the lost divide

Between you and I — the world and I —us.

I bore the wailed screech of losing you, Daddy.

Bones sift: the bartered strain of tears held fierce

This world is your cancer, an easy pain.

For all of it — the handgun hit — unbound.

I bore the bloodless invisible to them

Soul-white trim, desolate sin, tell of us

This world is my cancer, grating the night

My endless fight to lose what went ungained.

I bore the excrement of failing you Daddy.

Cedar split the feather's weight holding you.

Pregnant clouds bleed for you, a cancerous world.

Between you and I — the world and I —us.

Jessica Wigington

Boiling Springs High School

Mrs. Kay Hames
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Escape

Unhappy with lonehness

Hurt by defeat

She's a wounded soul searching for answers.

Battles fought and lost

No one to pick up the pieces

She's a shell ofwho she used to be.

With her back against the wall

Tears bathe her body and spirit

She's a puppet in this play called life.

Pulled by strings

Bound by regret

She's a slave to her own disappointment.

Wanting to make a change

Confidence is her incentive

She's a driver on the road to redemption.

Sharing her experience with others

Giving hope to those wanting to be free

She's a flawed angel with broken wings.

Opening up her heart and home

To protect others who suffered her fate

She's no longer a victim of abuse.

Alicia Smith

Blacksburg High School

Pamela Hughes
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tear it down
Plaguing others with interference,

Whilst plagued by incoherence.

Destroy another nation,

Raise our station,

Fuel the conflagration,

Ruling by dictation,

Society by machination.

Tear it down,

Burn it down.

Build it up.

Tear it down.

Burn it down,

Build it up.

We will win no matter the cost!

We will envelope the world in nuclear holocaust!

Destroy another nation.

Raise our station.

Fuel the conflagration.

Ruling by dictation.

Society by machination.

Tear it down,

Burn it down.

Build it up.

Tear it down,

Burn it down,

Build it up.

Tear it down, tear it down, tear it down.

Burned it all to the ground,

The smoking gun was never found.

Canaan Whiteneck

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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Something Bigger

It is greed with white hnes.

We devote our hves to it.

It is the sound of people

Criticizing our every move.

It is the taste of dirt,

Sweat, and hard work.

It is the touch of leather

And laces as all eyes are on you.

It is the vision it takes

To be a star.

It is the smell of the goal line

The second you trample it.

It is the satisfaction it brings,

However, this is only temporary.

It leaves you with the memory
and aftertaste and makes you

Desire it, crave it until you find

Something bigger that will last

You a lifetime.

Barry Burgess

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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Throw Out the Dice

Snatched together were the two cubes of glass

The form of Fate, and the form of Fortune.

Sweat-filled palms are frequented by this pair,

They grow moist with steam from their master's breath.

Their thoughts grow noisy as they clash at hand.

Mumbled prayers are masked by the rat'ling pair.

Concealed hopes are open in the darkness.

The neon lights flash for non-open eyes.

With ever moving lips, the eyes stay shut.

"With sinking hands, the noisy pair doth fly.

Dancing their way down the rosy table,

Each different movement a trial long passed.

Until at two points each one comes to rest.

The eyes open like a glaring wound.

The jaw sags open for the cubes of glass.

But die in turn, before the serpent's gaze.

Patrick Brennan

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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James Moore

When I see you

Lying in your bed,

Paralyzed from the waist down,

Yet acting as if nothing is wrong.

You show me the real meaning of strength.

When I see you

In a hospital room after a major surgery

You seem to always have that shining glow,

And you talk as if nothing has happened.

When I see you,

I see strength,

and every time I see you

you take my breath away.

Gary Moore

Blacksburg Day School

Mrs. Pamela Hughes

Lack of Courage

He sits at a computer thinking

Thinking what shall I write next

Knowing he has no true purpose

Knowing that the only thing keeping him here

Is the pain that he knows will befall others if he leaves

He truly wishes he was just a little bit more selfish

He wishes he would get the courage to just leave

Some would say it was cowardly to leave

But do they know him

Have they searched him

Known him?

But yet he stays at the computer

Day after day, never leaving

Figuring out what to write next.

Jay Ault

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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The Beast

Myriah Reed

Dorman Freshman Campus

Ms. Heather Walden
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The Night

Sleepless

stirring, waking

becoming away to the dark

leaving the simple light for something

more complex

deep.

I hear the sweet coo of the lark

and the deep whoo of the owl

I follow the throaty noise-

searching, he and I for Our prey,

a scurry in the wood catches

Our black eyes

and We stalk,

gently gliding on Our brown feathered wings

We reach out our talons

ATTACK
I tear my prey into single shreds

leaving no part whole,

then I cover in the brittle pine needles

and hide from the Sun.

AnnaKate Rawles

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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The One That Got Away
You look at me and

smile, telling me it feels

like twenty below. Your

sleeve is stretched to the

tips of our fingers and it's

the middle of summer.

You just smile and

tell me how happy

you are. The pills work so

well and you won't need

the therapy much longer.

Your sleeve inches up as

you flip your hair. Red

is such a contrast to

cadaver white.

Scabs form hard evidence

you'll have to be quick and clever

to deny. M bleeds gracefully

into a Y. I'm sure you're far

from finishing your masterpiece.

The shaking keeps her steady

And he's the blood in her veins.

Ciera Martinez

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Cannon
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New York City Scene

^t- :

Candace Edwards

Dorman High School

Robert Urban
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Hypocrite

His hair is brown

Straight and tangled and long

His clothes are both new and old

Vintage and "classic" and laden with false memories

His gait is lanky

Carefree and awkward and hopelessly guided

He smells like musty laundry-

a shirt that has been worn many times

He talks like he walks-

with no direct message

His skin is like an artist's palette-

Full of painfully abstract objects

He thinks he's unique- a non-conformist-

His will for dissent, however, has made him a conformist-

A conformist to the non-conformist style

He wants to be "cool," he wants to be weird-

weird is the new "cool"

He would love to be a rock star-

his ego would relish it

He would drive a Porsche if his budget allowed-

Despite his "non-conformist" ideals

He's picturesque...

His style...

His traits...

His beliefs...

He's the all-American hypocrite

Katie Durham-

Broome High School

Mrs. Tracy Hayes
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Rose

I could taste the fragrance,

Of a red velvet rose.

The thorns of silk,

green with envy.

The red of blood

The sv^^eet smell of

Secrecy.

Campbell Price

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan

Memories

Stashed away in a bag elsewhere

Worn-out tap shoes remember their younger days,

Performing on the lighted stage.

Taking a young girl away from her worries and cares

She wore them willingly twice every school week.

They earned her awards at summer competitions

And let her shine at dance recitals.

As they reflect upon their many memories

The aging tap shoes get an unexpected surprise;

For when the zipper is unzipped and light shines in

She reaches not for their replacements.

But for them.

As she buckles the straps

She is reminded of her first successfiil years of competition.

The thrill and rush of the blinding lights and

Critical judges watching

Every nerve-rattling performance.

Practice is over and they return to the bag,

Their time was short but they do not mind,

Because she once again gave them time

To reflect upon their memories and shine!

Mindy Fortner

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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Waiting

I put on my hat and gloves,

I was ready to walk out the door,

but as I opened it, my journey to the outdoors was postponed.

The streets were covered with ice,

the grass rested under a cozy blanket

of soft, fluffy snow.

The trees wore a loosely fitted hat of snowflakes.

I will join the trees and the grass

after the sun shines,

after the frozen roads warm up.

I can't wait to walk out into

the crisp, refreshing air.

Until then, I can always

Gaze through the window and wait.

Rachael Olson

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan

Monkeys

Swinging and swaying

Moving about the jungle

Like great acrobats

Wesley Long

Blacksburg High School

Sharon E. Glass
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Untitled

You tell me, "Baby, that make up

Doesn't make any sense to me.

You're beautiful in every way.

Really, why can't you see?"

You say, "Sing me a song, sweet baby.

It's music to my ears, sweet girl.

I love you more than any man could.

You know, you light up my world."

You tell me, "Dance with me, baby.

I don't care if it's fast or slow.

There's no music playing to dance to,

But only you and I will know."

You say, "I love you, sweet baby.

Don't believe anything different.

With the way you walk, the way you talk,

I'll make sure you never forget it."

KendylMattson

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Cannon
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Cafeteria

Jacob Reeves

WoodrujfHigh School

Mrs. Diana Olencki
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The Beach

I went to the beach

for four August days.

Having a blast while I was there

meeting new people form everywhere.

For four August days

I laid out on the beach.

Meeting new people from everywhere

driving around just for fun.

I laid out on the beach

and at night, we went out.

Driving around just for fiin

and not having a care in the world.

I went to the beach

and at night, we went out.

Not having a care in the world

having a blast while I was there.

Ashlee Wagner

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan

Cancer

The five year old

hair falling out

looks out the window
wanting to play

locked inside

a hospital room

Sarah Klein

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan
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Savior

Caught within your web,

You keep me tangled in deceit.

Blinded by the warmth

That is all I've ever known,

I still cling to you in fear

Though I yearn to walk alone.

The salvation that you promised

Has never shown so clear.

As when you saved me from my freedom,

And bound me with your need.

You say you'll never leave me
And never let me slip,

So if I can't fall, maybe I'll just jump.

Michelle Flemming

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Cannon

Full Moon on Halloween

The moon is full

Nighttime frights

Come out and play

Darkest night brings mischief

Nighttime frights

Prepare for a celebration

A time for magic

Halloween is coming

Creatures gather to welcome their holiday

The moon is full

A time for magic

Creatures gather to welcome their holiday

Come out and play.

Paige Poplin

Riverside High School

Jackie McKeithan
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Basketball

The squeak of the tennis shoes

And the swish of the net

They both pull together

To make one beatiful set

One blow of the horn

And a tip of the ball

We know the game will be hard

But we are ready for the haul

It's down to the end

But we all keep our cool

We are confident

And know we will win this duel

Elizabeth Epperly

Blacksburg High School

Mrs. Hughes
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Comforting a Friend

Michael Smith

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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Pigeon Hole

I love to click open the tiny brass door at the post office,

peer down its rectangular shaft,

and watch the postmen behind the grid of boxes

carrying bulging canvas bags and packages,

wearing rolls of scotch tape on their arms

like thick, clear bangles up to their elbows.

They never look back at me.

I want to reach my whole arm through the chute,

thrash it around in an attempt to wave,

or send them a note

without a postmark.

I want to observe them during winter hunting season

pushing their bubble-wrap longboats

down ink rivers dripped from stamping pads

as they spear letters to Santa Claus with Stay-Put Pens,

then haul their bounty back to shore in thick canvas bags

to be weighed on the Great Scale.

I want to watch a hunter return to his home
of corrugated cardboard walls and cellophane windows,

kiss his wife as she peels the stamps from the envelopes,

scrubbing off the postmarks

and the kid's greasy fingerprints and crayoned return addresses,

then steaming and positioning them like numbers on a clock,

to be opened, contents scooped out, oyster-style.

I want to see her pull children's story manuscripts and European postcards

up under their chins to tuck in the kids at night,

wrap the baby in stamp rolls

and lay him in his cradle.

Anna Chandler

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Time

Time

Suspended in a porch swing

Frozen

Like ice in a cold glass of sweet tea

Rocking

Gently like the old chairs on the creaking boards

Home to memories made on long, lazy summer days

Flashes of life

Sweet yellow corn

Red-pink watermelon

Icy water in a cerulean pool

The sound as a screen door slams

Laughter dancing on the hot night's breeze

Passed from the love-worn seat of the porch's pendulum

Flying

Back

And
Forth

Back

And
Forth

Reminded of past joy

and

catapulted into new
The beat of the clock's nervous hands drowned by the chirping of lackadai-

sical crickets

Time

Suspended in a porch swing

Laura Merritt

Boiling Springs High School

Mr. Cannon
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J. F. K. Assassination

Logan Harrell

WoodruffHigh School

Mrs. Diana Olencki
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Work
Fast, Fun and Friendly

The image of me.

Ringing the items up.

Under my skin

I grow angry at

The questions being asiced.

I don't want to

Stand here and

Waste my time.

But then I remember,

The money is worth

The Time.

Kelvin Turner

WoodruffHigh School

Mrs. Kim Dionne

Swingset

The rhythmic creaking of its rusty joints

implores me to become

like the long, lone weed

boldly piercing the sky.

Swooping upwards

my dusty, bare toes

engrave my name deep in the blue.

Caroline Roper

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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The Fallen Rose

The Red dusty air

Stuck to the Black velvet sheet

As the rose fell from the sky.

The Red glistening dress

Ripped on the Black rusty nail

As the woman fell to her fate

The Red blood rushed

To the husbands Black socks

As he jumped from the crest.

Clint Drake

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Dissemination

Caroline Monaghan

Spartanburg High School

Nancy C. Harrison
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Untitled

The intricate design-

Only German hands

Are capable of such fine craftsmanship

The bow
Made of delicate horse hair

Is pulled across the strings.

My ears hear ringing

A perfect pitch.

My face lights up with gladness-

The drive and passion

Coming from the heart.

Nothing can top this feeling

As my fingers fly.

The audience erupts in applause

And all the hard practice

Truly becomes worth it.

Kristina Austin

WoodruffHigh School

Frankie Mason
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Glory

Fields of green painted in white

Crisp cool air moves through their lungs

Bodies ready for a fight

Solemn faces, one-track mind

Object of lust sits in sight

Sharp strong shriek rings in their ears

Blood pumps quickly through their veins

No more weakness, no more fears

Concentration is the key

Trust built up throughout the years

Opposition penetrates

Collision, pain, blood, sweat, tears

Playing like all of the greats

Pressure now! They are getting near

Nothing can stop the ball's fate

Down, but not out of the game

Connecting swiftly by feet

Revenge, anger-all the same

It slices through the thin air

Landing in its home of fame

Anticipating the play

Watching the enemy's feet move

Crippling us once-they will pay

Slicing their leg like an ax

No tie will occur today

In seven-end of story

Gasping for air as we run

One last chance for victory

Flying through the air, it nears

Connection! Goal and glory!
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Lost Memories
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Baseball

The smell of popcorn,

The sound of hotdogs sizzling.

Players running across a field-

A field, dusty, like an old western town.

The rising intensity,

As the game comes to the final out.

The chant of the crowd — louder, louder.

Echoing off the stadium walls!

Bright flashes, brighter than the sun, as

Spectators take pictures.

The pitcher stands on the mound, towering —

Towering like a Colossus.
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